Individual Setups

1 small gyroscope/base
1 yoyo

Equipment List

1 gyroscope spinner/charger
2 tippy tops

Complete Setup
Class Items - Merry-Go-Round

1 merry-go-round
1 soccer ball
2 stopwatches
1 roll of duct tape
1 meter stick
1 ball of string
1 tennis ball
2 500 gm hooked masses
1 bathroom scale

Class Items - Gyroscope in a Wooden Frame

1 weighted wheel in a wooden frame
1 rotating base
1 hooked mass holder
3 0.5 kg masses
Class Items - Rotating Stool

1 rotating stool
1 weighted bicycle wheel
2 bar bells - (5 lbs each)
2 bar bells - (3 lbs each)  (not shown)